


When I work with crea/ve and performing ar/sts as a 

crea/vity coach, one of the first things I tell them is that 

they will likely need to display more discipline, if they want 

to reach their goals and achieve their dreams, but that 

discipline alone is likely not quite enough. They also likely 

need more devo/on. These different-but-related ideas go 

hand-in-hand and it’s important that anyone wan/ng to get 

significant work done take both into account. 

Discipline is a “will” sort of thing and devo/on is a “heart” 

sort of thing. Discipline is about effort, commitment, 

responsibility, and staying power. Devo/on is about 

passion, love, enthusiasm, and curiosity, and also about a 

certain piety and seriousness in the face of our human 

existence. You stand up for principles like free speech and 

due process because you are devoted to freedom and 

liberty—without that devo/on, discipline would be unlikely 

to follow.  

We are built for both discipline and devo/on and we need 

both. I hope that over the next ninety days you take this 

opportunity to do a liIle thinking and wri/ng about both. 

You’ll find the experience extremely valuable. It will deepen 

your apprecia/on of the crea/ve process, help you beIer 

understand what it takes to succeed, and, I hope, also 

prove enjoyable.   

For addi(onal space, complement this wellness journal with 
your favorite paper and pen. Give yourself all the space you 
need! 



"People think I am disciplined.  It is not discipline.  It is devo/on.  There is 

a great difference."—Luciano PavaroN 

What do you see as the difference? Can you describe the difference in 

your own words?

Day 1.



Day 2.

"I had what it takes to make a good ar/st: sensi/vity and tremendous 

willpower."—Alice Neel 

      

What robs you of your willpower? Do you know?



Day 3.

"To control the fire is not to kill it.  There is beau/ful tension in all 

crea/on between leNng go and forming, the pushing and pulling of 

color and sound and everything imaginable."—Janet Morgan 

Write to the prompt, “Both control and leNng go are necessary.”



Day 4.
"An ar/st has to train his responses more than other people do.  He has 

to be as disciplined as a mathema/cian."—Wayne Thiebaud 

What might it mean to “train your responses?” What does that phrase 

suggest to you?



Day 5.

"Discipline is the refining fire by which talent becomes ability."—Roy L. Smith 

Talent is invaluable. But it isn’t enough. Almost always, hard work must 

follow. What do you think, is talent alone ever enough?



Day 6.

"Small rooms or dwellings discipline the mind; large ones weaken it.” 

— Leonardo Da Vinci 

Isn’t that an interes/ng observa/on? How much more good work has goIen 

done in garrets than in palace boardrooms! Your thoughts on Leonardo’s 

observa/on?



"Only one who devotes himself to a cause with his whole strength and soul 

can be a true master.  For this reason, mastery demands all of a person." 

—Albert Einstein 

Where would you like to apply your whole strength and soul and become a 

master?

Day 7.



"The discipline of the writer is to learn to be s/ll and listen to what his 

subject has to tell him."—Rachel Carson 

Write to the prompt, “Both discipline and devo/on require silence.”

Day 8.



Notes







"Do we not find freedom along the guiding lines of discipline?" 

—Yehudi Menuhin 

Isn’t it interes/ng to consider that we may be freer the more we are 

disciplined?

Day 9.



Day 10.

"Dedica/on to one's work is the only possible sanc/fica/on." 

—Cynthia Ozick 

How would you translate the word “sanc/fica/on” as Cynthia Ozick is 

using it?



Day 11.

"For a long /me, I limited myself to one color--as a form of discipline." 

—Pablo Picasso 

Are there some limits that you would like to set for yourself, for the sake 

of prac/cing discipline and also for the sake of learning?



Day 12.
"Pain/ng is a very difficult thing.  It absorbs the whole man, body and 

soul. Thus, I have passed blindly many things which belong to real life." 

—Max Beckmann 

If you work on something in a highly disciplined and devoted way, do you 

risk missing out on life?



Day 13.

"A work of art is not a maIer of thinking beau/ful thoughts or experiencing 

tender emo/ons.  It is a maIer of intelligence, skill, taste, prepara/on, 

knowledge, discipline and industry; especially discipline."—Evelyn Waugh 

Would you add or subtract anything from Evelyn Waugh’s list?



Day 14.

"There's no subs/tute for discipline.  It's the first thing musicians must have 

when they join the band."—Frank Zappa 

Music discipline? Or life discipline? Or both?



"You would hardly believe how difficult it is to place a figure alone on a canvas 

and keep it living and real."—Edouard Manet 

What amazingly difficult tasks have you set for yourself? If you haven’t set any 

yet, might it be /me to set one?

Day 15.



"I posed a difficult task for myself: I tried to write without a single 

male character.  I wanted to have a play with only women.  I wanted to 

find out whether this kind of play could also possess interes/ng 

drama/c episodes.”—Bai Fengxi 

What might you try that has your unique stamp on it, something to 

which you might feel devoted?

Day 16.



Notes





"I'll take weeks doing watercolor studies I may never use.  I'll drop them 

on the floor and walk over them.  But the communion that has seeped 

into the subconscious will eventually come out in the final picture." 

—Andrew Wyeth 

Write to the lovely phrase, “the communion that has seeped into the 

subconscious.”

Day 17.



Day 18.

"We need to conserve our energies to make the big things in our lives 

instead of leNng so much run away on the liIle things every day." 

—Georgia O'Keeffe 

Do you let too much energy leak away? What might help to conserve that 

energy?



Day 19.

"The more prepared you are, the beIer you can improvise.  The more 

discipline, the more knowledge, the beIer the improvisa/on." 

—Lee Theodore 

Would you be more disciplined and devoted if you were beIer 

prepared?



Day 20.
"The body is shaped, disciplined, honored, and, in /me, trusted." 

—Martha Graham 

Would you be more disciplined and devoted if you trusted yourself 

more?



Day 21.

"Life is tons of discipline.  Your first discipline is your vocabulary, then your 

grammar, then your punctua/on.  Then, in your exuberance and bounding 

energy, you add rhyme and meter."—Robert Frost 

Frost names different disciplines pursued by the poet. What are your different 

disciplines?



Day 22.

"There is no luck except where there is discipline."—Irish proverb 

With what sort of luck might you be giged if you were more disciplined and 

devoted?



"Wri/ng is not an amusing occupa/on.  It is a combina/on of ditch-digging, 

mountain-climbing, treadmill, and childbirth."—Edna Ferber 

And so, why would you do it? Because there is something there to love, 

something there to which you can feel devoted. Write to the prompt, “Do I 

need my crea/ve work to be an ‘amusing occupa/on’?”

Day 23.



"It is my belief that talent is plen/ful and that what is lacking is staying 

power."—Doris Lessing 

What would help you stay longer at your important pursuits than you 

currently stay?

Day 24.





"When I reach a point where I just can't think of what to do next, I go 

into a corner and stand looking at the two walls.  You could tear down a 

building behind me and I would shut all that out and concentrate on 

what I needed to think about."—Ernest O. FlaI 

Can you concentrate? If not, what might be geNng in the way?

Day 25.



Day 26.

"If you seek freedom, you become cap/ve of your desires.  If you seek 

discipline, you find your liberty."—Frank Herbert 

How do you find your liberty?



Day 27.

"If the dancers don't execute the choreography to the most minute 

detail, how will the audience know what you mean?  It's not sort of like 

this, kind of like that--it's exactly like this."—Bob Fosse 

When are you obliged to do things exactly?



Day 28.
"I know that crea/on is an intellectual and bodily discipline, a school of 

energy.  I have never achieved anything in anarchy or physical 

slackness."—Albert Camus 

What do you see as the connec/on between disciplined and devoted 

crea/ng and physical fitness?



Day 29.

"The most demanding part of living a life/me as an ar/st is the strict 

discipline of forcing oneself to work steadfastly along the nerve of one's own 

in/mate sensi/vity."—Anne TruiI 

Conjure with the phrase, “working steadfastly along the nerve of one’s own 

in/mate sensi/vity.”



Day 30.
"Some people regard discipline as a chore.  For me, it's a kind of order that 

sets me free to fly."—Julie Andrews 

Do you regard discipline as a chore? Are there perhaps some new ways to 

think about that?



"I set my alarm for three a.m.  I start working at three so that by nine-thirty, 

when I get to rehearsal, I'm prepared."—Bob Herget 

Discipline and devo/on require hours, not just minutes. Are you puNng in the 

hours? 

Day 31.



"I think I like to create problems for the love of solving them." 

—Ann Zielinski 

One can be devoted to “crea/ng problems” for the sake of solving 

them. Is that you?

Day 32.



Notes





"Industry in art is a necessity.  But any evidence of the same, in the 

produc/on, is a blemish; a proof, not of achievement, but of absolutely 

insufficient work.  For work alone will efface the footsteps of work." 

—James A. McNeill Whistler 

Conjure with the phrase, “Work alone will efface the footsteps of work.”

Day 33.



Day 34.

"Self-command is the main discipline."—Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Do you agree? Is self-command the main discipline from which other 

disciplines and devo/ons flow?



Day 35.

"I assumed that everything would lead to complete failure, but I decided 

that didn't maIer--art would be my life."—Jasper Johns 

Can you be disciplined and devoted in the pursuit of something that may 

not succeed? 



Day 36.

"The discipline of the wriIen word punishes both stupidity and 

dishonesty."—John Steinbeck 

Do you agree that a disciplined creator can’t also be superficial and 

dishonest? Does discipline guarantee depth and honesty?



Day 37.

"I read the play as many /mes as I can.  I also sleep on it: I literally put it 

under my pillow."—Elizabeth Franz 

Is an important part of your efforts at discipline and devo/on keeping the 

work very close?



Day 38.

"I made a promise to keep a watch over myself, to remain master of myself, 

so that I might become a sure observer."—Paul Gauguin 

What do you see as the connec/on between some goal, like becoming a sure 

observer, and the idea of “keeping a watch over yourself”?



"Work is my norm.  I have mad energy, insane energy, a kind of stamina in 

terms of work that's a liIle crazy."—Sidney Lumet 

Do you sense the line between necessary discipline and devo/on and “mad 

energy”? Do you some/mes cross that line? Is that dangerous?

Day 39.



"Even the /niest act of the will toward a thing is beIer than not doing 

it at all."—Christopher Isherwood 

Are ten minutes of discipline and devo/on worth it? Are five minutes? 

Is one minute?

Day 40.





"I'd say, 'First I'll do this and then I'll write.'  Then I don't write that day.  I 

don't write the next day.  Ager a month of not wri/ng, I don't know how 

to write.  I forget.  If you write every day, it's like another kind of 

existence."—Maria Irene Fornes 

Consider the connec/ons among discipline, devo/on, daily aIen/on, 

and daily prac/ce.

Day 41.



Day 42.

"I painted the picture figeen minutes ager sunset--not one minute before.  

You can see that it took many days of careful observa/on to get the high 

sea and the /de just right."—Winslow Homer 

There is difference between “perfec/on” and “geNng things just right.” 

Write to that difference. 



Day 43.

"If I could, I would always work in silence and obscurity and let my 

efforts be known by their results."—Emily Bronte 

Are you happy to do your work and never be known? Or would you 

prefer to be known? What are your thoughts on the pros and cons of 

“obscurity”? 



Day 44.
"Nothing of importance is ever achieved without discipline." 

—Bertrand Russell 

If you consider something important, doesn’t it make sense to devote 

yourself to it in a disciplined way? Why wouldn’t you?



Day 45.

"Without my conscious knowledge, somewhere along the line I had become 

commiIed.  I was prepared to do anything--anything--to keep myself 

pain/ng."—Isabel Bishop 

When you make a commitment, what follows? Discipline and devo/on? Or 

something less than that?



Day 46.

"You do not make sculpture because you like wood.  That is absurd.  You make 

sculpture because the wood allows you to express something that another 

material does not."—Louise Bourgeois 

Have you landed on the materials that allow you to express what you want to 

express?



"I go to my studio every day.  Some days the work comes easily.  Other days 

nothing happens.  Yet on the good days the inspira/on is only an 

accumula/on of all the other days, the nonproduc/ve ones."—Beverly Pepper 

Write to the prompt, “I show up to my work every day, because that is the 

path to inspira/on.”

Day 47.



"I get up at six in the morning.  I wear coIon clothes so that I can 

sleep in them or work in them.  Some/mes I work two or three days 

without sleeping, without paying aIen/on to food."—Louise Nevelson 

Does something about this picture en/ce you? Or scare you? Or repel 

you? Or all three? 

Day 48.





"You approach a new work and a revival with the same amount of 

integrity and hard work."—Pamela Reed 

We may have good reasons for returning to things that we did in the 

past. Shouldn’t they also be approached with discipline and devo/on?

Day 49.



Day 50.

"The ideal passes through suffering like gold through fire.  The heavenly 

kingdom is aIained through effort."—Fyodor Dostoevsky 

Write to the prompt, “The gold I’m ager must pass through fire.”



Day 51.

"When you're in the theater, you must work incredibly hard.  Your life is 

regimented and you must store up your energy for that one burst of 

light."—Vera Zorina 

Picture a great dancer’s discipline and devo/on, aimed at “one burst of 

light.” Can you picture that for yourself?



Day 52.
"I found I had to do some work every day, even at midnight, because 

either you're professional or you're not."—Barbara Hepworth 

What if you’ve skipped your work all day and now it is midnight. Are you 

willing to work a liIle?



Day 53.

"I know that today, just as at any /me in the past, every true poem or 

pain/ng, every measure of true music is paid for with life, with suffering and 

blood."—Hermann Hesse 

But maybe it is some/mes easier than this? Can you picture discipline, 

devo/on, and ease living together?



Day 54.

"When I sit in Paris in a café, surrounded by people, I don't sit casually--I go 

over a certain sonata in my head and discover new things all the /me." 

—Arthur Rubinstein 

Is it possible to be disciplined and devoted even as you sip a coffee in a café? 

Your thoughts? 



"At the museum, a troubled woman destroys a sand pain/ng me/culously 

created over days by Tibetan monks.  The monks are not disturbed.  The work 

is a medita/on.  They simply begin again."—Susan Griffin 

Picture a work that’s been inadvertently destroyed or that just isn’t worth 

keeping. Can you face that moment and not be disturbed? Can you simply 

begin again?  

Day 55.



"Hard days, lots of work, no money, too much silence.  Nobody's fault.  

You chose it."—Bill Barich 

Have you fully chosen your place of discipline and devo/on? If you 

haven’t, is this the moment to choose such a place?

Day 56.



Notes





"I have forced myself to begin wri/ng when I've been uIerly exhausted, 

when I've felt my soul thin as a playing card, when nothing has seemed 

worth enduring for another five minutes."—Joyce Carol Oates 

Have you ever felt “your soul as thin as a playing card”? What was that 

experience like?

Day 57.



Day 58.

"I could never have done what I've done without the determina/on to 

concentrate myself on one subject at a /me."—Charles Dickens 

Do you tend to concentrate on one subject at a /me or disperse your 

aIen/on? Might it be a good idea to “concentrate on one subject” as a 

way of focusing and harnessing your discipline and devo/on?



Day 59.

“I am a doctor. It’s a profession that may be considered a special mission, 

a devo/on. It calls for involvement, respect, and the willingness to help 

all other people.”—Ewa Kopacz 

Have you picked something worth devo/ng yourself to? If you haven’t, 

might today be a day to pick that something?



Day 60.
"If you ask me why I make a sculpture, I must answer that it is my way of 

life, my balance, my jus/fica/on for being."—David Smith 

Do you find that manifes/ng discipline and devo/on helps you maintain 

your balance? Is that your experience?



Day 61.

"I paint with the same stubbornness I need for living."—Suzanne Valadon 

Write to the prompt, “Discipline is a form of ‘posi/ve stubbornness’.”



Day 62.

"A sculptor has to be a prac/cal person.  He can't just be a dreamer.  He has 

to be a workman, somebody with his feet on the ground." 

—Henry Moore 

How do discipline and devo/on and “keeping your feet on the ground” 

connect for you, if they do?



"The fundamental planning and rhythm which affect every aspect of the 

orchestra's sound--these must come from conscious, planned, firm 

authority."—Erich Leinsdorf 

It is rather clear that a conductor must maintain a “firm authority” over his or 

her orchestra. What does that mean personally? How might you keep a 

“firmer authority” over yourself?

Day 63.



"Each day, and the living of it, has to be a conscious crea/on in which 

discipline and order are relieved with some play and pure 

foolishness."—May Sarton  

      

Discipline, devo/on, and pure foolishness! Doesn’t that sound like a 

recipe for living?

Day 64.





"Of course, I suffer.  Who doesn't?  But I haven't become a beIer ar/st 

because of my suffering.  I've become a beIer ar/st because of my 

willpower and the way I've worked on myself."—Francis Bacon 

We employ discipline not to make things hard on ourselves, but so as to 

get hard, important things done.

Day 65.



Day 66.

"He who strives will never enjoy this life peacefully."—Paul Klee 

Do you want to strive? Or live at peace? Or … both?



Day 67.

"I know with certainty that a man's work is nothing but the long journey 

to recover, through the detours of art, the two or three simple and great 

images which first gained access to his heart."—Albert Camus 

Write to the prompt, “Devo/on must connect to whatever first gained 

access to my heart. And what was that?”



Day 68.
"Wri/ng a book is a horrible, exhaus/ng struggle, like a long bout of 

some painful illness.  One would never undertake such a thing if one 

were not driven on by some demon whom one can neither resist nor 

understand.”—George Orwell 

Are you driven by something that you can’t seem to resist? Do you 

experience that as terrible or do you experience that in some other way?



Day 69.

"Self-control is a wonderful thing.  I think we must even keep ourselves from 

feeling too much."—Georgia O'Keeffe 

Is there a sense in which we must keep ourselves from “experiencing too 

much”? Your thoughts?



Day 70.

"Discipline in art is a fundamental struggle to understand oneself, as much as 

to understand what one is drawing."—Henry Moore 

Write to the prompt, “I’m devoted to self-awareness.”



"If pain/ng is no longer needed, it seems a pity that some of us are born into 

the world with such a passion for line and color."—Mary CassaI 

What if you were born with a passion for something that is “no longer 

needed”? How might you proceed?

Day 71.



"There is a certain combina/on of anarchy and discipline in the way I 

work."—Robert De Niro 

      

How might anarchy and discipline co-exist? Your thoughts?

Day 72.





"Great pa/ence is called for on the hard path that I have entered on." 

—Edgar Degas 

If your path calls for great pa/ence, are you pa/ent enough? What might 

help you grow more pa/ent?

Day 73.



Day 74.

"I am disturbed that a natural human inclina/on to work should, by some 

Freudian turn of phrase, be considered compulsive--perhaps even 

pathological.  To me this is a complete misreading of the human 

enterprise."—Joyce Carol Oates 

What is your understanding of “the human enterprise”?



Day 75.

"It is not hard work which is dreary; it is superficial work." 

—Edith Hamilton 

What helps you avoid doing dreary, superficial work? 



Day 76.
"I am so full of my work, I can't stop to eat or sleep, or for anything but a 

daily run."—Louisa May AlcoI 

Doesn’t that sound lovely, to be that “full of one’s work”? Have you had 

that experience?



Day 77.

"That which hinders your task is your task."—Sanford Meisner 

What is standing between you and your disciplined, devoted work? How 

might you remove that obstacle?



Day 78.

"The excitement and joy I experience ager each success is always brief, while 

the hardship in wri/ng is constant."—Bai Fengxi 

If your hard work only delivers brief moments of joy, is that all right? Can you 

live with that?



"Finishing a pain/ng demands a heart of steel: everything requires a 

decision and I find difficul/es where I least expected them.”  

— Eugene Delacroix 

Let’s say that a sudden difficulty appears. How might you handle it?

Day 79.



"My ability is so small!  And yet the pursuit never stops engrossing me 

en/rely."—Isabel Bishop 

What if our abili/es don’t quite match our aspira/ons? Is it possible to 

painlessly, easily, and maybe even happily seIle for what we can do?

Day 80.





"When you've done all you can, do just a liIle bit more.  Any extra effort 

you make will draw immense leverage from all the ordinary efforts which 

have preceded it."—Ralph Marston 

Maybe you’ve worked for an hour. You could stop—or you could do 

another ten minutes. Which will it be? 

Day 81.



Day 82.

"It's three o'clock in the morning, your back hurts, your arm hurts, you've 

been in there for ten hours, and there are no sounds except for the 

occasional fire truck.  Finally, you put the brush down and ask yourself, 

'Man, what am I doing here?'"—John Alexander 

How would you answer that ques/on for yourself?



Day 83.

"Some people who might otherwise be ar/sts turn their crea/ve talents 

elsewhere because they cannot tolerate being alone for extended 

periods."—Anna Held AudeIe 

Do you have a hard /me tolera/ng being alone? How might you apply 

discipline and devo/on to that challenge?



Day 84.
"I have to work, because ac/ng is a muscle.  It must be exercised." 

—Len Cariou 

Repe//on builds muscles. But repe//on can prove tedious and boring. 

How will you reconcile those twin reali/es? 



Day 85.

"And courage, always courage.  For however lovingly done, the work must be 

tested in fire."—William Galbreath 

Discipline is a form of courage. So is devo/on. How would you describe the 

courage required to manifest your discipline and devo/on?



Day 86.

"A work of art is the trace of a magnificent struggle."—Robert Henri 

Write to the prompt, “I love magnificent struggles.”



"The best way out is always through."—Robert Frost 

There may be shortcuts. But do you want to take them? Isn’t the beIer way 

out to go through?

Day 87.



"What you have to do now is work.  There's no right way to start." 

—Anna Held AudeIe 

Where would you like to apply your discipline and devo/on? Ready to 

start?

Day 88.







"I have never not been wri/ng."—Gore Vidal 

Wouldn’t it be lovely to spend a life/me devoted to something? And if 

you haven’t done that quite yet, why not start now? You could s/ll 

experience a life/me of devo/on.

Day 89.



Day 90.

"Without discipline, there's no life at all."—Katherine Hepburn 

Would you like to announce some new inten/ons? That might be lovely!
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